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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of energetic ions (and neutrals) with surfaces has a plethora of important high technology applications. Thin film deposition is used to manufacture a range of thin films used in applications such as low emissivity coatings on glass, integrated circuits, light-emitting diode and organic light-emitting diode displays, electrochromics, optical coatings, and solar panels. A variety of techniques are used to deposit thin films on an industrial scale. The choice of technique is determined by the morphology required in the specific application and cost. The morphology is determined by the energy of deposition which varies according to the specific application and cost. The morphology is determined by the energy of deposition which varies according to the technique used. For example, the deposition of thin films using thermal and electron beam evaporation occurs at energies <1 eV. Higher energies can be imparted to the growing film by ion assist using an ion source with energies >100 eV. Magnetron sputtering is another industrial scale technology that employs a plasma and typically deposits atoms in the energy range of 10 eV–50 eV. Conversely, low energy (>100 eV) ion beams are used to etch surfaces. For example, ion etching is a commonly used tool in the manufacture of semiconductor devices.

Both thin film deposition and ion etching occur at the atomic level over time scales that have been traditionally very difficult to access by molecular dynamics (MD). This paper introduces new computational techniques that allow the atomic scale interactions to be modelled on realistic time scales. This new modelling approach reveals mechanisms at work which explain experimental observations that are complex and non-intuitive.

MD is an extremely powerful tool for investigation of many phenomena from low energy chemical reactions to high energy radiation effects. It can be used with both classical empirical potentials to model the atomic interactions or through the direct use of \textit{ab initio} methods to determine the interatomic forces. Since the pioneering work of Alder and Wainwright\cite{Alder:1959} investigating phase transitions in a hard sphere system and that of Vineyard’s group at Brookhaven\cite{Vineyard:1966} investigating radiation effects, the technique has found ever increasing application to more and more complex systems. As computers have become more powerful, it has been possible to study larger and larger systems modelled by empirical potentials through the use of parallel processing and spatial decomposition. In addition linking to continuum models has meant that it has been possible for many applications to bridge the gap between microscopic length scales and length scales accessible by observation in laboratory experiment.\cite{Scott:2004}

The technique has, however, suffered from a considerable drawback. The method relies on the numerical integration of Newton’s equations of motion for the interacting particles and because of the nature of forces and distances involved to obtain an accurate numerical result, the integration time step cannot be much greater than the order of $1 \times 10^{-15}$ s, i.e.,
1 femtosecond (fs). Even with an efficient integrator, such as the Verlet algorithm,\textsuperscript{4} the forces on the atoms have to be evaluated at least once per time step so in order to simulate 1 s of real time 10\textsuperscript{15} force evaluations for each atom in the system, have to be performed. This has usually meant that simulations have been limited to time scales at the most of the order of nanoseconds to microseconds. This is fine, for example, in the investigation of the ballistic phase of a radiation event caused by a nuclear reaction or that caused by a single particle impact on a surface, where the ballistic phase only lasts a few picoseconds, but the method fails when dose effects are to be considered. For example in magnetron sputtering for a typical deposition rate is one monolayer per second equivalent to \( \approx 200 \) separate deposition events in 1 s on a surface area of \( \approx 2.5 \text{ nm} \times 2.5 \text{ nm} \), a typical size that can be handled computationally. Thus, such a time scale is clearly outside the region of computational accessibility by MD alone.

This problem has been recognised for many years and a number of groups have developed clever long time scale methods to try to address the problem.\textsuperscript{3-13} The key point that allows the issue to be addressed is that after an initial ballistic collisional event, the dynamical system then changes its state only very slowly through the occurrence of rare events.

The issue is highlighted by the example shown in Fig. 1. In Fig. 1(a), particle moves in the \( x-y \) plane under the influence of a force field derived from the gradient of the potential function \( V = \sin (2\phi) \cos (\phi) \). The dark red regions are the minima of the potential function and the lighter regions the maxima. Four saddle points are marked with an “\( \times \)” surrounding the basin, \( A \), associated with the local minimum. Initially the particle is given a certain velocity in a random direction and remains initially trapped in the basin \( A \) before a transition occurs jumping into the next basin at \( B \). As the dynamics continues the particle remains mainly trapped in the basin around a minimum, occasionally making the jump between basins \( A, B, C, D, \) and \( E \). Thus, the long term dynamics is governed not by the motion in an actual basin but by the heights of the saddle points between them and the number of attempts to cross. This is the key to linking the short time and long time behaviour. This aspect of the problem is the basis of transition state theory, originally developed for studying chemical reactions\textsuperscript{14,15} but equally applicable to the cases described here.

In a real system where the potential energy surface is more complex than that illustrated by the simple example, it is very difficult to know in advance all the saddle points surrounding a local minimum where a dynamical system is temporarily trapped. Traditional kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) methods, developed to access long time scales have generally been lattice based involving evolving the system from a pre-defined events table. However, Henkelman and Jönsson\textsuperscript{16} have shown that it is also possible to determine the transitions (saddle points and their heights) between basins “on-the-fly” (oft-KMC), i.e., without any pre-knowledge of what transitions were likely to occur. By doing this unexpected concerted events were picked up that would be otherwise missed.

In this paper we combine traditional MD with oft-KMC in a multi-time scale approach to study two important problems; first, that of modelling thin film growth over realistic experimental time scales. This could be either evaporation deposition or deposition by magnetron sputtering, depending on the impact energy of the arriving species. As the energy of the arriving species increases further, a net amount of material is removed rather than added, causing surface erosion and sputtering. This is the second problem investigated here. Many previous MD studies of thin film growth have been undertaken at abnormally high deposition rates although Sprague and Voter,\textsuperscript{17} by using temperature accelerated dynamics, have shown that surface growth occurred differently when long time scale effects are considered. Similarly, MD sputtering studies from the pioneering work of Harrison in the late 1960 s and early 1970 s (Ref. 18) have really only considered individual impact events rather than dose effects so that whereas angular ejection patterns from crystals, Wehner spots,\textsuperscript{19} and ejected ion energy distributions could be accurately modelled, predicted sputtering yields have generally never been in very close agreement with experiment due in part to the damage inflicted on a crystal by successive ion impacts. Thus multi-time scale methods will be used (1) to identify the mechanisms by which thin films grow; (2) to provide information to experimentalists involved with magnetron sputtering to help predict the optimum conditions for growth; and (3) to examine dose effects in sputtering and surface erosion and the damage mechanisms.

II. METHODOLOGY

The system dynamics both for deposition and sputtering is divided into two time regions, a short region lasting a few picoseconds during which the ballistic processes take place and the system is studied by MD, followed by an oft-KMC stage that occurs between impact events. The key point about the oft-KMC stage is the use of the harmonic approximation and transition state theory to determine the time scales for the rare events that drive the diffusion process between deposition events. Recent work, using some simple cases, to test the numerical accuracy of the assumption has shown that diffusion coefficients calculated for a simple system using both MD and transition state theory are in good agreement, provided the temperature is not so high that anharmonic effects are important.\textsuperscript{20} In our case the simulations are carried out at 350 K so anharmonic effects are unlikely to be dominant. The
way in which the two methodologies are linked is described in detail below.

A. Molecular dynamics

During the MD stage, the bottom layer of the lattice was fixed and a thermostat\(^{21}\) was attached to the next two layers to remove any excess energy from the system caused by a particle impact. For deposition, single atoms or randomly oriented ad-units were deposited normally to the surface, either with a fixed energy \(E_d\) or with energies selected from a normal distribution with a certain standard deviation, typically a tenth of \(E_d\). Ar atoms are also allowed to strike the substrate if required. Ar is present naturally in a magnetron sputtering system and can also be introduced as an ion assist process used for the densification of thin films produced by evaporation. Experimentally, sputtering is also usually carried out by bombardment with Ar ion beams. The substrate was always heated to a required temperature before a deposition event, typically 350 K and MD ran until the lattice returned to this temperature after the energetic impact and the defects had stabilised, after which time the lattice was relaxed. This typically took 3–20 ps, depending on deposition energy used (longer for the higher energy sputtering simulations). After relaxation, the KMC phase begins.

We studied deposition of TiO\(_2\), a complex oxide, described by a variable charge potential\(^{22,23}\) and also deposition on a simple close-packed metal (Ag). For the sputtering simulations, an Au substrate was chosen as it is known to have a high sputtering yield. The metal force fields were modelled using an embedded-atom type potential,\(^{24}\) the Ar-metal interactions using a screened Coulomb potential,\(^{25}\) and the Ar–Ar interactions by a Lennard-Jones potential.\(^{26}\) Where necessary, the potentials were splined to a screened Coulomb potential for close particle separation. At the start of the simulation a rectangular block of a perfect crystal was chosen with its surface in the \(y\) direction. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in the \(x-z\) plane, and the impacting particles placed at a sufficient distance above the surface.

B. On-the-fly kinetic Monte Carlo

KMC (Ref. 27) involves pre-definition of all available transitions. This is useful for simple and symmetric crystal structures, but traditional KMC cannot perform accurately as systems become more complex. When dealing with highly defective systems, it becomes almost impossible to pre-define all the transitions. OfT-KMC (Ref. 16) aims to rectify this issue by calculating transitions on-the-fly. Our ofT-KMC algorithm involves four fundamental steps, described below:

1. **Identify of all the defects by comparison to a perfect bulk lattice.** This produces a sub-system where defects and their neighboring atoms are included. It is only atoms in this sub-system that are included in the search for a transition. In theory, one could choose all particles in the original lattice which is what temperature accelerated dynamics (TAD) (Ref. 6) does, but by restricting the transition searches to the defective regions and by using a direct search for the saddle points rather than dynamics to find the transitions (as in Fig. 1), considerable computing time can be saved.

2. **Search for all possible transitions.** Locate saddle points using the relaxation and translation method,\(^{28}\) and then use the climbing image nudged elastic band method\(^{29}\) to determine barrier heights more accurately once the transition has been found. Typically, 200 searches are carried out.

3. **Calculate transition rates of every unique transition found.** Use the Arrhenius equation escape frequency \(= \nu \exp(-E_b/k_BT)\), where \(\nu\) is the transition pre-factor, \(E_b\) is the transition barrier, \(k_B\) is the Boltzmann constant, and \(T\) is the temperature. The pre-factor \(\nu\) can be calculated for each transition using the Vineyard method\(^{30}\) but since the transition rate depends much more strongly on \(E_b\) than \(\nu\) which was found to vary by only a small amount, \(\nu\) was calculated only once and a typical value chosen. A good value for the pre-factor was found to be \(\approx 10^{13}\) s\(^{-1}\). It is also possible at this stage to block transitions from the list, for example, if a transition involves a process that involves no net diffusion, such as an atomic vibration between equivalent sites. This can be done either from a recognition of the local environment or by the cruder method of ignoring all transitions with especially low energy barriers.

4. **Carry out transition searches in parallel together with a deposition event.** These are done typically on between 24 and 48 cpu cores. Either a transition or deposition event is chosen from a roulette algorithm and is used to evolve the system in time. With modern computers it is very straightforward to write a script that distributes these calculations to different processors and is an essential step that makes the method computationally feasible.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Deposition of silver atoms on silver surfaces

In this section we consider low energy deposition of silver atoms on the Ag\{111\} surface. We assume that the arriving atoms impact normally on the surface and we consider the effect of varying the deposition energy. Here, deposition energies of 1 eV and 40 eV only are considered as these may be typical, respectively, of a vapour deposition process and one involving magnetron sputtering. A deposition rate of ten monolayers per second is chosen in both cases. This is on the high side of what is used in practice. The modelling of deposition of atoms on crystal surfaces has been considered by many authors over the years either using KMC algorithms\(^{16}\) or MD (Refs. 17 and 31) but some of the basic mechanism by which growth occurs are still the subject of conjecture. Work involving TAD has also shown that growth patterns are substantially different if long time scale effects are properly considered.\(^{17}\)

Recent experiments using low energy ion scattering to examine the first few layers grown by vapour deposition on \{111\} surfaces have shown that growth does not always occur in a totally crystalline manner.\(^{32}\) The grown structure can contain both stacking faults and twin boundaries. Previous work has also shown that single atoms are very mobile over the sur-
face but growth can still nucleate without the need of a seed point (such as a surface defect) to which the mobile atoms can stick.\textsuperscript{33}

We also find that both single Ag atoms and Ag dimers are very mobile on the surface with energy barriers for diffusion of 0.12 eV and 0.22 eV, respectively. Surface trimers are also mobile and are found to diffuse as a unit with an energy barrier of 0.28 eV. The trimer can also rotate through 60° with an energy barrier of 0.23 eV. Thus, to save time at the start of our simulations we start with a trimer as a unit on the surface. This trimer takes the form of an equilateral triangle. For low energy deposition, where the atoms arrive on the surface with an impact energy of 1 eV, the simulations then show that a deposited atom then diffuses over the surface until it joins a surface trimer producing a quadramer, Fig. 2. This quadramer can also diffuse with a value of 0.40 eV from its most stable site and now the expected hop time is similar to the likelihood of another atom depositing in the neighboring region on the surface at room temperature. If a further deposited atom joins to produce a five-atom planar cluster then the barrier increases to 0.45 eV and the hop time decreases from $1.9 \times 10^6$ times per second to $2.6 \times 10^5$ times per second and only moves rarely between deposition events. Detachment from the 5-atom cluster or diffusion of the cluster is also low probability events that are unlikely to occur before the first monolayer is deposited.

The quadramer is a planar unit which takes the form of a parallelogram and if we consider that the \{111\} structure is stacked in the A, B, C form (in the usual notation) with the surface being the A plane, then the quadramer can sit in either the B or C position, Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), depending on where the trimer was situated when it was joined by a diffusing adatom. The energy barriers for diffusion of the quadramer are 0.40 eV from the B to C position and 0.26 eV for the reverse motion. Although the B position is a more stable site, the unit can move in either direction in the time during which a new adatom would arrive in a neighboring region of the surface. There is also a more mobile non-planar quadramer that consists of a surface trimer with an atom sitting out-of-plane above the centroid of the other three. This unit can move in a similar fashion to the surface trimer with similar barriers and can both rotate and diffuse. Such a unit is shown in Fig. 2(c). This unit remains intact on the flat surface but can decay in a concerted motion involving 3–4 atoms when it comes into contact with a corner on a step edge. The topmost atom moves to take the place of an atom in the trimer unit while that atom drops onto the step edge in the layer below.

It is also easy to see how both stacking faults and twinning can occur in the deposited film. Once a 5-atom cluster is formed on the surface it is usually static between deposition events and acts as a nucleation site for further arriving atoms. If it is pinned in the B layer position then the next layer will grow around it with the natural \{111\} stacking. If it is pinned in the C position then the next layer contains a stacking fault. Thus, if two adjacent areas of the surface contain 5-atom clusters with one in the B position and another in the C position, the clusters will eventually grow and a twin boundary will form where they intersect. Figure 3 shows images of the growth at 1 eV where a stacking fault has formed due to pinning a 5-atom cluster in the B position. One can see that at this energy, the growth is generally crystalline with stacking faults but although the sixth added layer is beginning to form, the second ad-layer is not yet complete.

As the growth continues many concerted mechanisms occur which could not have been predicted in advance in addition to the decay of the surface. One important example concerns the mechanism for vacancy filling. Vacancies in the grown layers are undesirable for optical applications and in Fig. 4 two important vacancy filling mechanisms are shown. The hole-filling often occurs not by single adatoms dropping into vacant hole, but by two-atom concerted motions. In Fig. 4(a), two atoms in the second added layer move as a unit on the edge of a second layer cluster, with one of the atoms dropping into an unfilled site in the first added layer. In Fig. 4(b), two atoms in the first added layer slide together to fill the vacancy.
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For the case of deposition on rutile, the \{110\} surface was chosen as is the most stable. A mixture of different small molecular species was assumed to be incident on the surface, single O and Ti atoms, TiO and TiO$_2$ units, and O$_2$ dimers. For TiO$_2$, not only the energy of the arriving species can be altered, but also the stoichiometry. Following a number of numerical experiments it was found that the most crystalline growth also occurs at deposition energies between 24 and 40 eV and with an oxygen rich mixture for the arriving species. The stoichiometry details of the simulation are given in the caption to Fig. 6. Such a composition was found to be optimal but it is also necessary not to overdo the oxygen content as chemical etching of the surface can then occur.\textsuperscript{34}

The rutile \{110\} surface has been studied by a number of authors both experimentally and using \textit{ab initio} methods.\textsuperscript{35–37} Key experimental findings are that the surface oxidises very easily and that as the surface is heated to remove the oxide layer, Ti interstitials are drawn out from the bulk. Our simulations indicate a similar growth mechanism whereby Ti interstitials are easy to implant at energies of a few tens of eV, whereas it is much more difficult for O atoms to penetrate and most deposit on the surface or reflect at these energies. Single O atoms are mobile on the surface between the raised Ti rows, (see Fig. 6(a)). The presence of oxygen on the surface lowers the energy barriers for Ti to escape and new ad-units are formed with the surface O atoms. This is a main mechanism by which new crystalline growth occurs. Figure 6(a) shows the growth from deposition at 1 eV. Notice that the new layers are incomplete, with both oxygen and titanium atoms missing. The low kinetic energy of the arriving atoms does not transfer enough energy into the lattice for much diffusion to occur, therefore leaving the layers incomplete with voids. With a 40 eV deposition energy, shown in Fig. 6(b), it can been seen that the first two added layers have almost perfect crystalline growth.

C. Sputtering of Au

When the energy of the bombarding species increases to a few hundred eV sputtering of the surface rather than growth
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1. For the case of deposition on rutile, the \{110\} surface was chosen as it is the most stable. A mixture of different small molecular species was assumed to be incident on the surface, single O and Ti atoms, TiO and TiO$_2$ units, and O$_2$ dimers. For TiO$_2$, not only the energy of the arriving species can be altered, but also the stoichiometry. Following a number of numerical experiments, it was found that the most crystalline growth also occurs at deposition energies between 24 and 40 eV and with an oxygen rich mixture for the arriving species. The stoichiometry details of the simulation are given in the caption to Fig. 6. Such a composition was found to be optimal but it is also necessary not to overdo the oxygen content as chemical etching of the surface can then occur.\textsuperscript{34}

2. The rutile \{110\} surface has been studied by a number of authors both experimentally and using \textit{ab initio} methods.\textsuperscript{35–37} Key experimental findings are that the surface oxidises very easily and that as the surface is heated to remove the oxide layer, Ti interstitials are drawn out from the bulk. Our simulations indicate a similar growth mechanism whereby Ti interstitials are easy to implant at energies of a few tens of eV, whereas it is much more difficult for O atoms to penetrate and most deposit on the surface or reflect at these energies. Single O atoms are mobile on the surface between the raised Ti rows, (see Fig. 6(a)). The presence of oxygen on the surface lowers the energy barriers for Ti to escape and new ad-units are formed with the surface O atoms. This is a main mechanism by which new crystalline growth occurs. Figure 6(a) shows the growth from deposition at 1 eV. Notice that the new layers are incomplete, with both oxygen and titanium atoms missing. The low kinetic energy of the arriving atoms does not transfer enough energy into the lattice for much diffusion to occur, therefore leaving the layers incomplete with voids. With a 40 eV deposition energy, shown in Fig. 6(b), it can been seen that the first two added layers have almost perfect crystalline growth.
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The rutile \{110\} surface has been studied by a number of authors both experimentally and using \textit{ab initio} methods.\textsuperscript{35–37} Key experimental findings are that the surface oxidises very easily and that as the surface is heated to remove the oxide layer, Ti interstitials are drawn out from the bulk. Our simulations indicate a similar growth mechanism whereby Ti interstitials are easy to implant at energies of a few tens of eV, whereas it is much more difficult for O atoms to penetrate and most deposit on the surface or reflect at these energies. Single O atoms are mobile on the surface between the raised Ti rows, (see Fig. 6(a)). The presence of oxygen on the surface lowers the energy barriers for Ti to escape and new ad-units are formed with the surface O atoms. This is a main mechanism by which new crystalline growth occurs. Figure 6(a) shows the growth from deposition at 1 eV. Notice that the new layers are incomplete, with both oxygen and titanium atoms missing. The low kinetic energy of the arriving atoms does not transfer enough energy into the lattice for much diffusion to occur, therefore leaving the layers incomplete with voids. With a 40 eV deposition energy, shown in Fig. 6(b), it can been seen that the first two added layers have almost perfect crystalline growth.

C. Sputtering of Au

When the energy of the bombarding species increases to a few hundred eV sputtering of the surface rather than growth
Ar and 7 \times 10^{14} \text{Au atoms/cm}^2 is incident on a surface. The substrate in this case contains 8000 atoms with dimensions 4.1 \, \text{nm} \times 8.2 \, \text{nm} \times 4.1 \, \text{nm}. A simulation corresponding to 0.20 \, \text{s} of real time was performed during which 66 successive Ar atoms impacted on the substrate and 117 Au corresponding to a real time of 0.15 \, \text{s}. Although all 8000 atoms in the system are included in the MD part of the simulation, when the defects and their surrounds are analysed this number is reduced to around 600–700 for inclusion in the search vector for transitions. Figure 7 shows the distribution of energy barriers determined for the saddle point searches. In Fig. 7(a), the barriers for Au self-bombardment are shown, in Fig. 7(b) the barriers for Ar bombardment. The distributions are similar apart from the larger number of low energy barriers in the Ar case. These correspond to the diffusion of Ar below the surface which makes the simulations somewhat slower than in the Au bombardment case. The Ar diffusion is also fastest when the Ar is clustered rather than isolated, Ar di-interstitials being especially mobile. The implanted Ar does not accumulate into large bubbles at these energies but either diffuses to the surface or is exposed as the surface erodes. On average about four Ar atoms remain in the system at any one time corresponding to 2.5 \times 10^{13} \text{per cm}^2.

As the simulation progresses, adatoms are thrown up onto the surface, particles are ejected and a rough topography forms which eventually stabilises. A remarkable feature of the process is the amount of self-healing that occurs between ion impacts. Adatoms thrown up onto the surface attain crystalline form, such as an incomplete deposited layer in the growth simulations. Interstitial loops with up to 13 atoms form below the surface but eventually decay into smaller more mobile loops. Snapshots of the topography on the surface after various simulation times are shown in Fig. 8. Corresponding images of the surface atoms that lie above the height of the original surface and subsurface interstitial loops and implanted Ar are shown in Fig. 9. As the surface erodes it becomes rougher but the roughness and sputtering yield eventually reach steady values. The calculated values of the sputtering yield per incident particle, for Ar and Au self-bombardment are 3.7 and 3.0, respectively. In addition to the distribution of atoms ejected per single impact looks very similar to those calculated for perfect crystal surfaces with its log-normal shape and a few high-yield events in the tail.

Figure 8 shows the development of a facetted crater which forms after 0.01 s and is marked by the diamond in (c). 0.010 s; and (d) 0.137 s. The small green spheres represent the implanted Ar atoms. One of these that diffuses to the surface is marked by the arrow in (a).
shape in Fig. 8(c) but due to the continual ejection from and diffusion of atoms in the substrate, the crater has disappeared as a recognisable entity by 0.137 s as shown in Fig. 8(d).

Figure 9(a) shows a sub-surface interstitial loop of eight atoms, together with a 4-atom Ar cluster and an isolated Ar interstitial marked by the arrow. In Fig. 9(b), the isolated Ar atom has diffused to the surface 2 ms later and the interstitial loop has decayed to a three-atom cluster and totally disappears after a further 13 ms, Fig. 9(c). Finally in Fig. 9(d), a new sub-surface 8 atom interstitial loop has formed and two further Ar atoms have been ejected. Thus, the erosion process continues with interstitial loops and craters continually forming and decaying as further Ar impacts on the surface.

The crystal healing process explains why the angular ejection patterns of sputtered material from a crystal observed experimentally show such sharp features. The prediction by Harrison and Garrison from single impact MD simulations on perfect crystal surfaces, that channelling and blocking by surface atoms is responsible for the patterns, also holds for higher experimental doses since the basic surface structure remains intact.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

A multi-time scale dynamics method, has been applied to model atomistic deposition and erosion over realistic experimental time scales. For the application presented here, we have been able to explain the formation of stacking faults in thin film growth and identify concerted mechanisms that occur to fill surface vacancies during the growth process. We can predict the optimum energy for crystalline growth and in the case of a complex oxide, the best stoichiometry to use. Thus provided good interatomic potentials are available, it is possible to predict some of the experimental conditions that should be used for the production of the best quality thin films. For sputtering simulations, we were able to show how the surface topography first develops and then stabilises and how fcc metals retain their crystalline form during the sputtering process. The method is computationally feasible because a fast algorithm for saddle point searches which are conducted in parallel means that energy barriers for diffusion can be calculated on-the-fly. The method is, in principle, applicable to many different atomistic phenomena where dose effects are important so should be especially useful in the study of radiation damage in reactor vessels and radioactive decay of waste forms. It should also have many other applications in the study of chemical reactions and biological systems.
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